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(i) no idle tones were visible in the baseband noise floor power spectrum across a range of D C input signals; the noise floor was examined using a 4096point FFT (ii) naseband noise modulation was <1 dB for sinusoidal excitation across the dynamic range of the modulator.
Three dither amplitude distributions were investigated: single-bit quantised, i.e. bipolar probability distribution (BPD), rectangular probability distribution (RPD), and triangular probability distribution (TPD). For each distribution, the minimum dither amplitude that successfully linearised the modulators was determined, and the associated SNR penalty relative to the undithered modulator noted. Results: The results of the simulations are shown in Table 1 . It is seen that the SNR penalty for linearising SDMs using dither remains approximately constant with changes in modulator order, with an average value of 5.5dB. For higher-order systems (order > 2), single-bit (BPD) dither can successfully linearise sigma-delta modulators with no significant additional SNR penalty compared to RPD-dithered systems. However, for second-order systems, there appears to be an additional SNR penalty to pay for quantising the dither to one bit. We speculate that use of dither signals with many levels introduces an added degree of randomness to the dithering process, which can be of benefit when linearising simple (low-order) systems. The results also show that T P D dither carries a slightly higher SNR penalty compared to R P D dither. Fig. 26 shows a noise-floor plot for a fourth-order modulator linearised using single-bit dither of amplitude kO.14 (determined by the optimisation process). No idle tones are visible, the power spectral density of the noise floor essentially being invariant with input signal characteristics.
Conclusions:
We have demonstrated that sigma-delta modulators can be efficiently linearised using dither that has been quantised to one bit, a technique that is relatively straightforward to implement in sigma-delta ADCs. For higher-order systems, the SNR penalty for linearisation with single-bit dither is no greater than that paid when using multilevel dither. The application of 11R adaptive filtering has recently drawn the interest of many researchers, because of its potential advantages of achieving better performance and saving computational load, when compared with the FIR filtering technique. We present two blind IIR algorithms based on higher-order statistics. These two algorithms have decision-feedback and parallel-form structures, respectively. We describe these two blind IIR algorithms and provide numerical simulation results concerning the performance of the proposed algorithms and its FIR counterpart. 
The inequality where equality holds if and only ifs has at most one nonzero component, implies that to achieve perfect equalisation, the following two relations must hold instantaneously:
c Is,? = 1
I I This is equivalent to minimising the cost function
Decision-feedback IIR blind algorithm: Consider an equaliser C with an IIR structure that satisfies the input-output relationship
where 2, is the estimate of 2,; the time-varying weight vector W, and the new signal vector U, are defined as
By defining J, = a( 2,-zJ2], applying the gradient-descent method to the cost function J,,, = J + JI and making the approximations
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Parallel form IIR blind algorithm:
The IIR equaliser C has the input-output relationship
.: 
. y, y,J, employing a cost function J and followed by a procedure similar to that described in the preceding Section, we then arrive at
TI;+] = Tk -~~[ 4 ( E [~: ] -E [ n~] ) z s + 8 ( E [ 2~] -E [ a 4 , ] ) -~] S k (20)
where 
